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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE CITY OF VITORIA, ESPIRITO SANTO, BRAZIL
         TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST HOLY QUEEN OF PEACE TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

Rest your little heart in My Infinite and Immaculate Heart. Find, in the Peace that My presence
brings to your life, the reason to praise God daily.

My children, even though you may not understand My presence in the world, God sends Me to visit
you day by day.

Even though many may not believe in My Words, My Divine Heart only asks Me to be tireless.

Even though the world may nourish wars, conflicts and the lack of Love, My Heart never loses the
Hope and the trust that an Army of beings surrendered to God will win this battle, with prayer and
will install Peace among the nations and among the creatures.

Today I invite you to a silent mission, a mission that happens between your hearts and Mine,
between your little lives and God.

My Marian Army walks in the invisible because its weapon is the divine word that can only be seen
in the depth of the heart.

Today I come to invite you to discover the Power of prayer. Many will wonder why once again I
invite you to discover this Power and I tell you that I call you to this awakening because you still do
not know the true Power of prayer.

I want that you nourish the Faith of your hearts so that the intentions of your prayers may
encompass the impossible and the unreachable, because for a prayer true and full of Faith obstacles
do not exist, the impossible does not exist. 

Prayer walks in the invisible like pure water that is molded between the difficulties and permeates
the obstacles. Prayer runs like the wind, cleaning the airs of the world and bringing life to all of the
bodies and consciousnesses. If there were not beings on the Earth who pray, it would no longer
exist.

It is not only of air, of water and of food that the beings live. They live above all of the Spirit of
God and of the support of His Divine Consciousness. 

This is a mystery that the human science is about to discover, but the divine Science is found in the
heart and not in the mind.

It is for this that today I call you to open the eyes of your heart, to lay aside the fear that has grown
in your essences, a fear of opening yourselves to the unknown and of surrendering yourselves to the
spiritual life.
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I do not ask you for anything that will harm you, I only invite you to prayer, to fasting and to Peace.
I only call you to the conversion of life, of customs, of acts, of thought and of the word so that we
may no longer destroy the world with our actions and feelings, but that we may build a new world
through Love and Peace that springs in the heart as it prays.

Leave today under My feet all the fear of losing what you are in order to become something new,
because in truth I call you to abandon the old in order to be reborn in Christ. I invite you to lay aside
the modern treasures of the world in order to make to grow the true treasures of the soul, its spiritual
virtues that lead to Peace, lead to Love, lead to Fraternity that builds the New Earth.

This is My invitation, this is My Call: that you pray, pray, pray much.

I thank you for listening to My words and for coming again to the Encounter of My Heart.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace.


